Auditory Gating and Extended High-Frequency Thresholds in Normal-Hearing Adults With Minimal Tinnitus.
Purpose The goal of this study was to assess whether peripheral auditory sensitivity in frequency regions above 8 kHz is related to central inhibitory function, as measured through a sensory gating paradigm, in normal-hearing adults with tinnitus (TINN) and without tinnitus (NTINN). The contribution of gating processes and peripheral sensitivity in extended high frequencies to tinnitus severity was evaluated via a hierarchical multiple regression method. Method Cortical auditory evoked potentials (CAEPs) were recorded in response to pairs of tones in normal-hearing adults without tinnitus, NTINN ( n = 45), and adults with tinnitus, TINN ( n = 21). CAEP peak component amplitude, latency, and gating indices were compared and correlated with extended high-frequency (EHF) pure-tone averages (PTAs) across groups and with tinnitus severity. An exploratory analysis was performed to investigate gating variability within the TINN group. Based on Tinnitus Handicap Inventory (Newman, Jacobson, & Spitzer, 1996) median scores, the TINN group was categorized into low- and high-median subgroups, and gating indices were compared between these subgroups. A hierarchical multiple regression analysis was performed to determine the amount of variance accounted for in the TINN group. Results Decreased gating via the CAEP Pa component and increased gating via the N1 component correlated with increased tinnitus severity, even in individuals who would traditionally be classified as having no tinnitus handicap. In the TINN group, lower EHF PTA thresholds correlated with tinnitus severity and decreased Pa gating. Individuals with a greater severity of tinnitus demonstrated atypical gating function reflected in both Pa and N1 components. Gating function and EHF PTA accounted for significant variance regarding tinnitus severity. Conclusions A trade-off between lower and higher level gating function was observed in adults with normal hearing and tinnitus, indicative of higher order compensatory mechanisms. Better cochlear sensitivity in extended high frequencies was related to decreased lower level gating processes and increased tinnitus THI scores, suggestive of an interaction between decreased gating and heightened auditory awareness. We are currently exploring whether gating processes in this population are compensatory, and the role of gating in auditory awareness.